
Balustrade – Feature Panel_
Solid balustrade panels displaying wayfinding 
information. They will be typically located at junctions 
and transitions. 

Wayfinding Pole_
A standard Council directional sign with key 
places and distances displayed.

Balustrade – Interpretative Hand Rail_
Interpretative information of pūrākau (stories) 
or significant sites applied to the top of the 
handrail as text and/or patterns.

Wayfinding Totem_
A standard Council wayfinding sign that displays 
route maps, locations, distances and directional 
information.

Ground Treatment_
Wayfinding text sandblasted into the pathway surface.

Marker_
Distance markers to highlight every kilometre travelled 
along the total length of the pathway.
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Waharoa / Gateway_
A gateway structure, marking the beginning/end of the 
Te Whau Pathway, that also provides a meeting place, a 
wayfinding device, and a canvas for artworks and pūrākau 
(stories) to be explored. 

Whare Pūrākau_
A shelter/pavilion, centrally located along the alignment, 
provides a community hub and gathering point for 
events and activities. A place for key pūrākau (stories) 
of the portage, the river, and the history of Te Whau to 
be communicated through wayfinding and integrated 
artworks. 
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Lookout Pod_
Lookout structures of varying sizes providing areas 
for pathway users to rest, meet and take in the natural 
surroundings. Potential for interpretation and pūrākau 
(stories) to be incorporated within the design.

Lookout Pod + Water Access_
New water access points and the formalisation of 
existing locations, to provide access to Te Whau river. 
Access types vary as they are dependent on the 
location, and designs will be developed further. 
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Junction_
Wayfinding information and materiality changes are 
integrated into the surface and balustrade railing to 
signal a junction where local reserves connect to the 
main boardwalk route. 
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Transitions_
Furniture, wayfinding, and interpretative information 
bookending the boardwalk where it transitions to land. 

Nature Play_
A distribution of nature play locations across the 
length of Te Whau Pathway, including climbing logs, 
stepping stones, climbing nets, rope courses etc. 
Each with a different theme based on pūrākau 
(stories) of the area.
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Proposed Elements_
A curated series of site-specific interventions are distributed along the pathway to support an ‘episodic 
experience’ or ‘moments’ along the pathway. These provide opportunities to pause and rest, access the water, 
or birdwatch. Interpretation and wayfinding revealing stories about this area are woven into these moments. 
Some of these ideas will be developed as the design progresses. The elements reference proposed locations 
in the Preliminary Design Landscape Plans. Further information on the elements can be found online or in the 
supporting design pack. 


